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Abstract

How do online social networks affect political tolerance in the highly polarized cli-

mate of post-coup Egypt? Taking advantage of the real-time networked structure of

Twitter data, we find that greater network diversity is not only associated with lower

levels of intolerance, but that spending an additional year in a diverse network results

in a significant decrease in the use of intolerant rhetoric in the following six month

period. By confronting some of the endogeneity concerns that arise in observational

tolerance studies, and assessing the effect of both elite and non-elite network diversity

on intolerance over time, this paper represents a valuable contribution to the liter-

ature. More substantively, this study enriches the ongoing debate over the effect of

online social networks on political attitudes and behavior by providing key insights

from a repressive environment where political violence and radicalization are on the

rise.
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1 Introduction

Despite the resurgence of authoritarianism in post-revolution Egypt, online mass po-

litical communication has grown and evolved at extraordinary rates (Howard and Hussain

2013; Jebril, Stetka and Loveless 2013). In an increasingly repressive and polarized environ-

ment, social media data provide new insights into the shifting attitudes and communication

networks of politically engaged Egyptians. Exploiting the real-time networked structure

of Twitter data, this paper investigates the effect of social network diversity on political

intolerance1 in the Egyptian Twittersphere.

Unlike traditional survey methods that rely on self-reported descriptions of an individ-

ual’s network (Mutz 2006; Gibson 2013), Twitter’s architecture allows for analysis of users’

connections to elites, media sources, activists, and everyday citizens on the same platform.

This provides detailed insight into individuals’ communication networks and the sources

through which they receive political information. Furthermore, the informality and imme-

diacy of tweets offer real-time measures of engaged individuals’ sensitive political attitudes,

which can be particularly difficult to evaluate in undemocratic polities.2

By using Twitter data to obtain innovative behavioral measures of network diversity and

intolerance, this paper offers new tests of longstanding theories of political tolerance. In

particular, the longitudinal nature of Twitter data enables us to measure changes in both

network structures and publicly expressed attitudes over time, facilitating more direct tests

of the effect of network diversity on intolerance than most observational tolerance studies

allow. We find that greater network diversity is not only associated with lower levels of

intolerance, but that spending an additional year in a diverse network results in a significant

decrease in the use of intolerant rhetoric in the subsequent period.3 By confronting some

of the endogeneity concerns that plague past studies of the relationship between network

diversity and tolerance, this paper offers a valuable contribution to the literature (Ihlanfeldt

and Scafidi 2002; Skipworth, Garner and Dettrey 2010). Additionally, our examination of

elite and non-elite networks on the same platform provides new insights into the determinants

of political tolerance. Finally this paper adds to a growing body of literature examining the

effects of online social networks on political attitudes and behavior.4

1In line with past studies, we define political intolerance as the degree to which citizens oppose extending
civil liberties to rival groups or groups advocating disagreeable viewpoints and ideologies (Gibson 2013;
Sullivan and Hendriks 2009).

2For a discussion of the challenges of conducting survey research in the Arab World, see Lynch (2006).
3This analysis is robust to alternative measurement strategies, model specifications, and sensitivity

analysis.
4See Boulianne (2015) for a recent meta-analysis.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we introduce the reader

to the Egyptian Twittersphere as a setting for studying political intolerance. In Section 3,

we provide theoretical motivation and put forth our hypotheses. In Section 4, we describe

our data and measurement approach. In Section 5 we present our empirical strategy and

results, and we offer conclusions in Section 6.

2 Political Intolerance in the Egyptian Twittersphere

Since the outbreak of the Arab Spring protests in late 2010, social media use among Arabs

has grown dramatically (Liu, Kliman-Silver and Mislove 2014). The use of social networking

sites for political discussion has become increasingly popular, with the percentage of Arab

social media users who report discussing politics or community issues online ranging from

60 to 81% across the region (Pew 2012). In the Middle East and around the globe, social

media has facilitated the creation of flexible networks of political communication outside

of traditional civil society and media centers (Jensen and Jorba 2012; Tufekci and Wilson

2012).

In Egypt, social media has evolved from a tool initially used by tech-savvy educated

youth and activists, to an integral form of communication for diverse populations including

students, blue collar workers, and even the elderly (El-Khalili 2013). Recognizing the power

of online social networks as a political tool, elites across Egypt’s political spectrum have

engaged in social media use as well—from aged military generals to Salafi (ultra-conservative)

clerics and prominent members of the Muslim Brotherhood. Dissatisfaction with both state-

owned and private media coverage of the January 2011 revolution initially prompted many

Egyptians to turn to online social networks (Solayman 2011). During the revolution, state

media depicted protesters as paid enemies trying to incite violence and chaos, and social

media became a popular alternative (El-Khalili 2013). As media censorship and bias remains

a serious problem in post-revolution Egypt, social media has persistently played an important

role in spreading political information (Arafa and Armstrong 2016).

Despite early optimism regarding the role of social media in facilitating democratic tran-

sitions and political engagement in the Arab Spring period, online networks have also increas-

ingly been used to achieve short-term political goals, manipulate public opinion, and even

to incite violence. In a 2013 interview, Egyptian social media analyst Adel Abdel-Saddiq

explained that “Social media now plays a more destructive role, often being used to provoke

anger and hatred, and spread unsubstantiated rumor....Since the revolution, we’ve seen it

used to incite protesters against police, the Secular opposition against Islamist groups, and
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Muslims against Christians and vice versa” (Morrow and al Omrani 2014).

Since the July 2013 coup that ousted Egypt’s first democratically elected president, Mo-

hammed Morsi, Egyptians have witnessed widespread civil liberties violations and human

rights abuses. The Muslim Brotherhood and most other Islamist organizations have been

excluded from politics, the media, and civil society. Secular activists have been jailed, and

many of their organizations have been banned (Dunne and Williamson 2014). Approximately

60,000 Egyptians were imprisoned between 2013 and 2017, and Egyptian authorities have

begun building ten additional prisons to accommodate them. As of early 2017, reports esti-

mated the rate of forced disappearances at an average of three to four cases a day, and local

human rights groups have documented hundreds of extra-judicial killings and thousands of

cases of torture (Hamzawy 2017).

Following the coup, elite rhetoric became increasingly intolerant, often calling for the total

exclusion of opponents from political and public life (Boukhars et al. 2014). In May 2014, for

example, a representative from the official campaign of current President Abdul Fatah al-Sisi

called for the arrest of all Muslim Brotherhood members in Egypt on live television, asserting

that those who do not love Egypt “should be hit with shoes”—a particularly derogatory act

in Arab culture. Similarly, in a 2014 satellite channel interview, prominent host Mohammed

Moussa openly called for the arrest and execution of atheists and secularists, as part of a

“war against destructive ideas”(Rollins 2014).

In this tense political environment, social media rhetoric by political elites and politically

engaged citizens has often been inflammatory. Among secular Egyptians, tweets calling

for death sentences for Muslim Brotherhood leaders, decrying Islamists as terrorists, and

proclaiming that they will never again return to power in Egypt are quite common. On the

Islamist side, tweets inciting violence or proclaiming that Egypt is for Islamists only are also

popular. However, tweets documenting and denouncing the regime’s civil liberties violations

have proliferated as well, indicating that Twitter has become a popular platform for voicing

discontent under repressive conditions. Examining these trends more systematically, Weber,

Garimella and Batayneh (2013) find evidence of increasing polarization among Egyptian

Twitter users, with Islamist and Secular users each being more likely to retweet and mention

users of the same political orientation. Similarly, Lynch, Freelon and Aday (2016) find

that Egypt’s online public has become progressively segregated into clusters of like-minded

individuals who frequently express fear, paranoia, and mistrust.

But what is the effect of these increasingly polarized Egyptain Twitter networks? Does

spending time in a more ideologically diverse or homogeneous online network actually impact

people’s attitudes or the content of their political discourse? Or do people simply self-select
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into networks that reflect their existing beliefs? In the tense political climate of post-coup

Egypt, the Egyptian Twittersphere provides an ideal setting for studying the effect of network

diversity on political intolerance over time.

3 Theoretical Motivation and Expectations

Social scientists have long posited that diverse social networks contribute to political

tolerance by broadening individuals’ horizons and exposing them to new ideas (Blau 1974;

Nunn, Crockett and Williams 1978). This reasearch was initially motivated by Allport’s

contact hypothesis, which suggests that interactions with outgroups alleviate hostility by

undermining false stereotypes and drawing attention to individual characteristics rather than

group generalizations (Allport 1954; Pettigrew 1998). Numerous studies demonstrate that

interactions with members of an outgroup create greater awareness of legitimate rationales

for oppositional views, and motivate citizens to care about upholding the civil liberties

of those they disagree with or dislike.5 In particular, greater intergroup contact and social

network diversity is thought to be associated with increased political tolerance and decreased

intolerance in a variety of cultural contexts, though other findings suggest this may be

conditional, or dependent upon positive social interactions (Huckfeldt, Mendez and Osborn

2004; Ikeda and Richey 2009; Bloom and Bagno-Moldavsky 2015).

Studies of the relationship between intergroup contact and tolerance indicate that ex-

posure to social network diversity need not come from direct interpersonal contact with

out-group members (Mutz 2001). Writing almost three decades ago, Calhoun (1988) argued:

“in modern societies, most of the information we have about people different from ourselves

comes not through any direct relationships, even the casual ones formed constantly in urban

streets and shops. Rather it comes through print and electronic media”(p. 225). Similarly,

as (Mutz 2001) describes, “the future of communication across lines of political difference

lies in technologies that transcend geographic space”(p. 97). This suggests that online social

network diversity may serve as a form of intergroup contact—albeit quite different from the

version Allport initially envisioned in the 1950s.

Indeed, more recent research suggests that online social networks force users to confront

political information that they would otherwise avoid (Zhang, Fuehres and Gloor 2011;

Wojcieszak and Mutz 2009). Most optimistically, online social networks have been portrayed

as a means of spreading information and proliferating points of contact across political

and sectarian divides (Aday et al. 2010). However, other studies indicate that although

5See Mutz (2002, 2006) for an overview of the literature on intergroup contact and political tolerance.
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social media increases exposure to diverse political information, it also enables individuals

to seek out content that reinforces their existing views, allowing them to avoid challenging

opinions and creating echo-chamber environments that foster social extremism and political

polarization (Farrell 2012; Garrett 2009; Aday et al. 2012). Recent studies also suggest that

the degree to which social media exposes people to ideologically diverse opinions may be

asymetrical. In the U.S. context, for example, research suggests that liberals may be more

likely to engage in cross-ideological online communication than conservatives (Barberá et al.

2015). These findings from the political tolerance and political communication literatures

motivate our first hypothesis:

H1 Network Diversity: Egyptian Twitter users in diverse networks will exhibit less

political intolerance over time, relative to those in more homogeneous networks.

In addition to predicting that network diversity will be associated with lower levels of

intolerance in general, we expect that spending an additional year in a diverse political

communication network will result in decreased intolerance in the following period, relative

to spending an additional year in a more homogeneous network. In this way, we hypothesize

that the relationship between network diversity and tolerance is not merely driven by the

self selection of tolerant individuals into diverse networks and intolerant individuals into

homogeneous networks. Instead, we predict that exposure to greater diversity through one’s

political communication network increases tolerance over time. H1 will be falsified if there is

no change in the level of tolerance expressed by Egyptian Twitter users who spend time in

diverse networks relative to those in homogeneous networks, or if spending time in a diverse

network is actually associated with higher levels of intolerance.

Elite Network Diversity and Political Intolerance

While studies of social network diversity and political tolerance tend to focus on inter-

actions among ordinary citizens, exposure to elite cues may also play a key role (Dyck and

Pearson-Merkowitz 2014). Extensive research in both the American and comparative con-

texts suggests that citizens rely on simple and reliable cues from elites in order to make

policy judgments.6 Elites often have incentives to shape public opinion toward an outgroup,

and when elites perceive a threat to their power, they may advocate punitive policies or work

to mobilize public opinion against outgroups (King and Wheelock 2007; Baumer, Messner

and Rosenfeld 2003).

6See, for example: Lupia (1994); Lupia and McCubbins (1998); Druckman (2001); Druckman, Peterson
and Slothuus (2013). Druckman, Peterson and Slothuus (2013) provides a useful overview of the literature.
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By contrast, exposure to more diverse elite cues—particularly through the opening of

the media following democratic transitions—has been shown to move public opinion against

policies that violate the civil liberties of an opposition or outgroup (Stein 2013). In this way,

elite cues may play a role in shaping individual attitudes toward an outgroup, especially in

a polarized political environment. Connecting elite cue theory to political tolerance, Allport

(1954) notes that the effect of intergroup contact on tolerance relies on “authority support.”

Elites alert the public to social norms within their political ingroup and shape attitudes

and behaviors toward the outgroup (Pettigrew 1998; Dyck and Pearson-Merkowitz 2014).

In the context of Twitter networks, individuals can choose to follow particular elite actors,

cultivating an elite network that shapes their exposure to elite cues.

These findings of the effect of elite cues on political tolerance motivate our second hy-

pothesis:

H2 Elite Network Diversity: Egyptian Twitter users that follow more ideologically

diverse elite actors will exhibit less political intolerance over time, relative to those

who follow more ideologically homogeneous elites.

Like our first hypothesis, we both hypothesize a negative relationship between elite network

diversity and intolerance in general, and that spending more time in a diverse elite network

will result in a decrease in an individual’s expression of intolerance in the subsequent period.

H2 will be falsified if there is no change in the level of tolerance expressed by Egyptian

Twitter users who spend time in diverse elite networks relative to those in homogeneous

elite networks, or if spending time in a diverse elite network is associated with higher levels

of intolerance.

4 Measurement and Data

4.1 Measuring Political Intolerance on Twitter

Tolerance is traditionally defined in the political science literature as the degree to which

citizens will support the extension of civil liberties to political rivals, including groups ad-

vocating highly disagreeable viewpoints and ideologies. Similarly, political intolerance is

understood to be the reverse, a form of exceptionalism in which the political freedoms of

particular groups and ideologies are targeted (Gibson 2013). More specifically, political in-

tolerance signifies approval of actions that limit opportunities for citizens individually or

in groups to compete for political power. Such opportunities include the right to vote, to
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participate in political parties, and to organize politically; as well as the right to free speech,

trial, assembly, and other basic civil rights (Gibson 2013; Sullivan, Piereson and Marcus

1979). Thus, political intolerance means an unwillingness to put up with different politi-

cal views and an objection to one’s political enemies competing openly for political power.

An intolerant citizen is thus one who supports unreasonable or discriminatory governmental

restrictions on the rights of a rival group to participate in politics (Gibson and Gouws 2005).

The three main approaches to measuring political tolerance advanced since 1980 use sur-

vey questions that ask whether political activities should be allowed for members of a specific

outgroup (fixed group approach); whether political activities should be allowed for members

of a group that the respondent reports liking “least” (least liked approach); and whether

people approve of polices that would limit civil liberties generally (Gibson and Gouws 2005;

Sullivan and Hendriks 2009; Petersen et al. 2011). A crucial aspect of the definition of tol-

erance is the so-called “objection precondition,” which states that political tolerance is the

restraint of the urge to repress ones political enemies or members of an outgroup. For exam-

ple, in the American context, Democrats cannot be said to be “tolerant” of other Democrats

(because they are both members of the same political group), but they may or may not tol-

erate Republicans (their primary political competitors). Political tolerance therefore refers

to allowing political activity by one’s political rivals (Gibson and Gouws 2005). In light

of this objection precondition, Sullivan and Hendriks (2009) note that measuring tolerance

requires a two-step procedure: First, researchers must establish that an individual dislikes

or is in competition with another political group. Then they need to measure the extent

to which the individual supports or opposes the political rights of that group. By contrast,

measuring intolerance is a simpler endeavor. Expressing a desire to limit any group’s civil

liberties implies dislike, or at very least the desire to curtail the freedoms of members of that

group.

We operationalize a user’s political intolerance by measuring both the frequency with

which Egyptian Twitter users tweet intolerant content online. We choose to measure intolerance—

rather than tolerance—for two reasons. Firstly, as we have just described, measuring intoler-

ance is a simpler process as the objection precondition is, by definition, satisfied. Secondly,

in the increasingly polarized political climate in post-coup Egypt, intolerant content is more

common and troubling from a policy perspective.

To measure intolerance, we used human coded data to train two binary naive Bayes

classifiers—one to classify tweets as relevant to civil liberties in Egypt or not, and a second

to classify relevant tweets as intolerant or not. We first trained the relevance classifier, using

a training datasest of about 5,000 tweets containing keywords relevant to civil liberties in
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Egypt, each coded by three native Arabic speakers on CrowdFlower, a crowdsourced data

enrichment platform.7 Using this classifier to identify tweets relevant to civil liberties in

Egypt, we again used Crowdflower to have three native Arabic speakers each code 50,000

relevant tweets as intolerant or not. Because intolerant tweets appear relatively rarely, we

needed a much larger amount of human coded data to create our training dataset.8

Under our coding scheme for the training data, described in more detail in Appendix A,

intolerant tweets are tweets that support restricting civil liberties in Egypt, including those

that favor civilian arrests, death sentences, or torture; those limiting the right to free speech,

protest, or assembly; and tweets advocating banning political parties or excluding certain

groups from formal or informal political participation. An example of an intolerant tweet, in

Figure 1 below, shows a graphic image portraying former President Mohammed Morsi and

other prominent Muslim Brotherhood measures on their way to the gallows. The Arabic

text of the tweet states, “God willing, the traitors, spies, and terrorists will be executed.

The people want the execution of the Brotherhood.” Because this tweet clearly opposes the

civil liberties of Islamists, it is classified as intolerant.

Our classifier enabled us to obtain longitudinal measures of intolerance for any Egyptian

Twitter user that repeatedly tweeted content relevant to civil liberties in Egypt in our period

under study. We measure intolerance in two ways: As the raw count of intolerant tweets

in a users’ relevant tweets, and as the proportion of intolerant tweets in his or her relevant

tweets. Our approach to selecting these politically engaged Twitter users is described in

subsection 4.3.

7A detailed description of this iterative process is described in Appendix A, along with a list of the
keywords. As we outline in Appendix A, native Arabic speaking coders on Crowdflower performed with
intercoder reliability at comparable levels to trained native-Arabic speaking undergraduate students. Five
fold cross validation suggests that the classifier performed with 76% precision and 74% recall. Precision is a
measure of True Positives/(True Positives + False Positives) while Recall is a measure of True Positives/(True
Positives + False Negatives).

8The intolerance classifier performed well, with five-fold cross validation yielding average precision of
80% and average recall of 87%, levels of accuracy that were comparable to our levels of intercoder reliability
in the human coded data. After testing the performance of several classifiers, we chose to use an AdaBoosted
Multinomial Naive Bayes classifier. We chose this classifier because it maximized precision. This means that
the tweets that are classified as intolerant are very likely to be intolerant, even if we lose a bit of recall, or
fail to classify some tweets that were in fact intolerant.
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Figure 1: Example of an Intolerant Tweet in the Egyptian Twittersphere

“God willing, the traitors, spies, and terrorists will be executed. The people want the

execution of the Brotherhood.”

4.2 Measuring Twitter Network Diversity

In order to measure network diversity, we must first develop a measure of political

orientation—namely whether a Twitter user is Islamist, Secular, or somewhere in the middle

(Moderate). In the aftermath of the Arab Spring, the Islamist-Secular divide became more

deeply entrenched as the primary fault line in Egyptian politics, and is therefore the political

dimension on which we assess network diversity in this paper. As we described in Section 2,

the exclusion of Islamists from formal political participation in the aftermath of the coup has

sharpened this Islamist-Secular divide, which remains the most salient in Egyptian politics

today.9

Past studies indicate that it is indeed possible to estimate the ideology or political orien-

tation of Twitter users based on the political elites that they choose to follow (Halberstam

and Knight 2016). In fact, Barberá (2015) argues, the decision to follow a politician or polit-

ical account on Twitter can be considered a “costly signal” that provides information about

a Twitter user’s perception of both his or her ideological position and that of the political

9Of course there is a great deal of diversity within the Egyptian political spectrum including the Salafi-
Muslim Brotherhood division on the Islamist side to the liberal vs. pro-military division among secular
Egyptians, but we choose to focus on the most salient Islamist-Secular divide for the purposes of developing
a clear and consistent measure of network diversity.
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accounts he or she follows. This finding is grounded in the assumption that Twitter users

prefer to follow accounts that share their political orientation, an assumption motivated

by the well-documented finding that social networks are homophilic (McPherson, Smith-

Lovin and Cook 2001) and individuals therefore gravitate towards those with similar traits.

Barberá (2015) suggests that since Twitter is also a news media, homophily is reinforced

by selective exposure to sources of information biased in the same direction as each user.

For example, just as Americans who gain the majority of their political information from

Fox News are highly likely to lean Republican, Americans who follow Republican political

elites on Twitter are quite likely to be supporters of the GOP. Borrowing from Halberstam

and Knight (2016), we therefore measure the political orientation of Egyptian Twitter users

based on the politicians that that they follow on Twitter. In order to do this, we compiled a

list of all Egyptian political elites on Twitter that had over 10,000 followers and well-known

political affiliations.10

We then use the political affiliation (Islamist or Secular) of these elites to classify the

political orientation of a given Twitter user, as well as the political orientation of each of

their friends.11 In particular, we classify accounts as Islamist if 60% or more of the political

elites they follow are Islamist, accounts as Secular if 60% or more of the political elites

they follow are Secular, and users as Moderates if 40 to 60% of the elites they follow are

either Islamist or Secular.12 Because the elites that we have chosen are by definition Secular

or Islamist, our definitions of Secular, Islamist, and Moderate Egyptian Twitter users are

mutually exclusive, allowing us to code the political orientation of each user in our sample.13

After classifying all of the non-elite friends in each users’ network by political orientation,

we measure network diversity. Users in completely homogeneous networks have only Islamist

or only Secular friends; whereas those in completely diverse networks have an even proportion

of Islamist and Secular friends. Network Diversity can therefore be measured on a 0-1

continuous scale, with those in completely homogeneous networks receiving a score of 0 and

those in completely diverse networks receiving a score of 1. More technically, we measure

network diversity as:

10We identified these elites by using Twitter Counter, a site that tracks statistics for over 94 million
Twitter users worldwide, to rank Egyptian Twitter users by their follower numbers. This allowed us to
compile a list of all Egyptian politicians and political movements that have over 10,000 followers on Twitter
and well-known political affiliations, resulting in a list of 85 Egyptian political elite users who are popular
on Twitter. Forty-four of these elites are Secular and 41 are Islamist. See Table A1 in Appendix A for the
complete list and description of these elites.

11By cross referencing the followers of each elite account with the friends of each user of interest, we
classified the political orientation of each friend.

12We chose the 60% cut-off point because upon examining the networks of 100 politically engaged Egyp-
tians on Twitter (whose political orientation could be easily determined based on the content of their tweets),
this threshold consistently appeared to predict political orientation quite accurately. Raising or lowering these
percentages by up to 5 percentage points does not substantively change results of this paper.

13Users that do not follow any political elites are classified as Moderate.
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Network Diversity = 1 – | Proportion Secular Friends – Proportion Islamist Friends |

Similarly, elite network diversity, or the ideological diversity the elites that a given user

follows is measured as:

Elite Network Diversity = 1 – | Proportion Secular Elites – Proportion Islamist Elites |

4.3 The Data

Using a dataset of over 130 million tweets containing keywords broadly related to Egyp-

tian politics, as well as a dataset of over 18 million tweets geolocated in Egypt collected

between January 2014 and April 2015, we identified all Twitter users that were located in

Egypt and had tweeted at least four tweets in our dataset that our classifier identified as

relevant to civil liberties in Egypt.14 This produced an initial dataset of 9,400 Egyptian

Twitter users that discuss civil liberties on Twitter.15 As Figure 1 below demonstrates, the

users in our dataset are quite geographically diverse. While concentrated in Cairo, their

locations generally mirror the actual distribution of the Egyptian population along the Nile.

We then repeatedly collected network data for each of these 9,400 Twitter users between

April 2015 and October 2016 in order to classify their political orientation, measure their

network diversity and evaluate how their networks change over time. In October 2016, at

the end of the data collection period, we scraped the 3,200 most recent tweets of each of

these users16 For most Twitter users in our dataset, this covers several years of Twitter

14Tweets were collected using Twitter’s streaming API. Geolocation data is determined by the latitude
and longitude coordinates detected by those Twitter users that enable geolocation services. Location can
also be determined using a user’s location field in the metadata of their Twitter account. Here Twitter
users write in location information. Any user listing Arabic or English words for Egypt or a city in Egypt
were classified as Egyptian Twitter users. As Hecht et al. (2011) demonstrates, a user’s country and state
can be determined with decent accuracy using self-reported Twitter data, and users often reveal location
information with or without realizing it. As Mislove et al. (2011) argues, because large numbers of users
report their location in the “location” field and in aggregate these reports are quite accurate, this seems a
reasonable (and commonly used) way to determine a user’s location. This is especially true given that we
are more interested in obtaining a high degree of precision (ensuring that the users are actually Egyptian)
than recall (obtaining the entire population of tweets sent by politically engaged Egyptians.)

15This number of users is relatively small given the size of our tweet collections because many of the
tweets in our initial Egypt datasets were produced by news organizations and verified Twitter accounts,
rather than everyday Twitter users, and were excluded from the analysis. Furthermore, a relatively small
percentage of Twitter users provide location information, and our classifier prioritizes precision over recall.
We chose to prioritize precision over recall in order to ensure that we had accurate data with which to test
our theoretically informed hypotheses, rather than attempting to capture the full universe of tolerant in
tolerant tweets in the Egyptian Twittersphere. In other words, we may not identify all Egyptian Twitter
users tweeting about civil liberties, but we can be confident that the users in our dataset are in fact Egyptian
non-elites and have tweeted several times about civil liberties. Over the course of our data collection period,
many of these users deleted their accounts, stopped tweeting, or made their accounts private. We also
removed all users from our sample with more than 5,000 friends at the time of our initial collection to make
our network data collection less computationally intensive. This accounted for less than 1% of the total
dataset. As a result, we ultimately were left with a dataset of 9,400 politically engaged Egyptian Twitter
users.

16Twitter’s API limits enable us to scrape the 3,200 most recent tweets in a given users’ timeline.
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Figure 2: Geographic Distribution of Twitter Users in Sample

Figure shows location of all 9,400 Twitter users in our dataset. Location is determined both by geolocation
and user location field metadata.

activity, and may even date back to their earliest tweets on the site. This gave us a tweet-

level dataset of almost 29 million tweets produced by our 9,400 politically engaged Egyptian

Twitter users.

Table 1: Descriptive Stats (Full Sample)

Statistic N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Elite Diversity 9,400 0.575 0.388 0 1
Non-Elite Diversity 9,400 0.434 0.305 0 1
Elite Friends 9,400 9.365 11.022 0 62
Non-Elite Friends 9,400 751.514 1,267.665 0 48,800
Intolerant Tweet Count 9,400 0.885 2.218 0 40
Days on Twitter 9,400 1,848.189 436.857 1,107 3,725
Relevant Tweet Count 9,400 2,071.186 920.251 1 3,206

Based on these classifications, our dataset consisted of 1341 Islamists, 3748 Moderates,

and 4311 Secular Egyptian Twitter users. As Table 1 below demonstrates, elite and non-

elite network sizes vary dramatically, with users following between 0 and 62 elites and 0 and

48,000 non-elite friends. As Figure 3 suggests, network diversity also varies quite a bit, with

concentrations of users in both extremely diverse and extremely homogeneous networks.

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of users’ tweet content, network size, and network

diversity.17 Elite and non-elite network diversity are only weakly correlated in our sample,

17Summary statistics broken down by political orientation can be found in Table 2 of Appendix A.
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Figure 3: Histograms of Twitter Network Diversity
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This figure shows variation in the Elite and Non-elite Network Diversity of Users in our
sample. Network Diversity is a 0 - 1 measure operationalized as Network Diversity = 1 – |
Proportion Secular Friends – Proportion Islamist Friends |.

with the 95% confidence interval for the correlation coefficient ranging from .29 to .32. This

process of collecting data to measure intolerance and network diversity outlined in sections

4.1, 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 is summarized in the flowchart in Figure 4.
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Figure 4: Summary of Data Collection Process

 

Collect 148 million Egypt Politics tweets (January 2014- April 2015) 

Sample 50,000 relevant tweets and use Crowdflower to code tweets as intolerant or not 

Use Crowdflower to code 5,000 tweets as relevant to civil liberties in Egypt or not 

Train relevance classifier and classify all tweets as relevant or not  

Train intolerance classifier 

Identify all Egyptian users in dataset with >4 relevant tweets in Egypt Politics data (9400 users) 

Scrape 3200 most recent tweets for each of 
these 9400 users in October 2016  

Repeatedly collect network data for 9,400 
users between May 2015 and October 2016   

Scrape follower data for Egyptian political 
elites and classify all users and their friends 
by ideology 

Use intolerance classifier to classify all 29 
million tweets produced by our 9,400 users 
as intolerant or not 
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5 Empirical Strategy and Results

Using the data-set of politically engaged Egyptian Twitter users described above, we

employ two primary tests to assess the effect of network diversity on tolerance. First, we

model the aggregate relationship between network diversity and tolerance across the entire

period under study to assess the degree to which network diversity is generally associated

with lower levels of intolerance. Then, we take advantage of the longitudinal nature of

Twitter data assess the effect of spending an additional year in a diverse network on a user’s

intolerance level in the following six-month period.

We first develop models to assess whether users in more ideologically diverse networks

exhibit lower levels of tolerance, relative to users in more homogeneous networks. When

measuring intolerance as a raw count of intolerant tweets, we use a quasi-Poisson model.

Quasi-Poisson regression accounts for over-dispersion in the count data, addressing the fact

that many users in our sample do not tweet any intolerant tweets throughout the period

under study. When measuring intolerance as a proportion of relevant tweets, we use a

simple OLS regression. Because past studies suggest that simply having a larger political

communication network is sufficient to increase tolerance (Gibson 2001), we include Elite

and Non-Elite Network Size as control variables. These are measured as log(number of

elite friends) and log(number of non-elite friends) respectively. We also include an Islamist

dummy variable where 0 is a user who follows fewer than 60% Islamist elites and 1 is a user

who follows 60% or more Islamist elites.18 This is designed to evaluate whether political

orientation, in addition to network diversity, has an impact on tolerance in Egypt’s current

political climate in which Islamists are being disproportionately targeted by the regime. We

also control for the amount of time a user has been on Twitter, measured as log(number

of days on Twitter) and—in the count model—include a control for each user’s number of

relevant tweets.

Figure 4 plots the coefficients from our quasi-Poisson model, demonstrating that both

elite and non-elite network diversity are associated with statistically significantly lower levels

of intolerance. The regression output in Table A6 in Appendix B also demonstrates that

these results are consistent whether measuring intolerance as a count or as a proportion.

Converting the point estimates displayed in the coefficient plot below to exponentiated co-

efficients to facilitate interpretation, a one unit increase in elite network diversity from a

18As we mentioned in Section 4, we chose the 60% cut-off point because upon examining the networks of
100 politically engaged Egyptians on Twitter (whose political orientation could be easily determined based
on the content of their tweets), this threshold consistently appeared to predict political orientation quite
accurately. Raising or lowering these percentages by up to 5 percentage points does not substantively change
results of this paper.
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Figure 5: Network Diversity and Intolerance: Quasi-Poisson Model
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Coefficient plot of a quasi-Poisson model demonstrating the association between network
diversity and a user’s total number or count of intolerant tweets. Figure reports non-
exponentiated coefficients. Model includes controls for users’ relevant tweet count, days on
Twitter, and political orientation. N = 9,400. Plot shows 95% confidence intervals. Full
regression table including exponentiated coefficients can be found in Table A6 in Section B
of the Appendix.

fully homogeneous to a maximally diverse elite network is associated with a 34% decrease

in a user’s intolerant tweets. Similarly, a one unit increase in non-elite network diversity is

associated with a 33% decrease in a user’s intolerant tweets. In line with studies highlighting

the importance of network size, a larger non-elite network is also significantly associated with

lower levels of intolerance. By contrast, a larger elite network is associated with a statisti-

cally significantly higher level of intolerance. Thus not only does network diversity appear

to be associated with lower levels of intolerance, but network size also seems to play an im-

portant role. Taken together, these results provide evidence suggesting that both elite and

non-elite network diversity are significantly associated with lower levels of political intoler-

ance. Moreover, in case there is doubt over the validity of our machine learning classification

of intolerance, the same results hold using human coded data for the sample of 837 Twitter

users used to create our training dataset. The results of this robustness analysis using human

coded data can be found in Table A8 in Appendix B.
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Although at first glance these initial results appear to confirm our hypotheses, they

may suffer from the same types of endogeneity concerns that are present in many obser-

vational studies of tolerance (Ihlanfeldt and Scafidi 2002; Skipworth, Garner and Dettrey

2010; Dyck and Pearson-Merkowitz 2014). In particular, any measure of network diversity

may be plagued by the problem that individual Twitter users who are more tolerant and

receptive to alternative political views may more actively seek out and follow Twitter users

across the political spectrum, thereby self-selecting into more diverse networks. Conversely,

individuals with more negative attitudes towards outgroups may avoid contact with these

groups altogether and only follow like-minded elites and politically engaged friends. If this

is the case, any relationships that we observe when testing these hypotheses may be picking

up a type of “reverse causation,” rather than estimating the direct effect of network diversity

on tolerance (Dyck and Pearson-Merkowitz 2014; Gibson 2001).

However, this is precisely what makes the cross-sectional time-series structure of Twitter

data so valuable: it enables us observe users’ behavior over time, giving us a new way to

begin to tease out the direction of this relationship. While individuals who are already more

tolerant may be more likely to self-select into more diverse networks, if spending more time

in an ideologically diverse Twitter network is associated with a decrease in a user’s likelihood

of tweeting intolerant content in a future period, then we can start to evaluate direct effect

of network diversity on tolerance over time. Contingent on the assumption that the choice

to remain in a given network for an additional year is unrelated to the likelihood that a

user’s level of tolerance will change after that year, we can measure the effect of spending

an additional year in a given network on future levels of intolerance, controlling for past

levels of intolerance. While we of course cannot randomly assign individuals to remain in

particular networks, our data suggests that this assumption is likely valid. Over our period

of study, most users do not change the compositions of their networks between April 2015

and October 2016, and those users who do change their networks are no more or less likely

to tweet intolerant content.19 The histograms below plot the distribution of users’ changes

in network diversity for the period under study, demonstrating that changes in both elite

and non-elite diversity are clustered around 0. Furthermore, the degree to which users in our

sample change the composition of their elite and non-elite networks over the course of our

study is not significantly associated with a change in their intolerance levels after spending

an additional year on Twitter.20

19Descriptive statistics of network changes and tweet content changes can be found in Appendix A.
20See Table A5 in Appendix B.
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Figure 6: Change in Network Diversity (May 2015 - May 2016)
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This figure shows the change in elite and non-elite network diversity between May 2015 and

May 2016. Most users had very little change in network diversity in this period, with most

of the data clustered around 0.

Assuming, as our data suggests, that the decision to remain in a given network is un-

likely to be associated with changes in an individual’s future level of intolerance, we use

quasi-Poisson and OLS lagged dependent variable models or conditional change models to

assess the degree to which spending an additional year in a diverse network decreases the

public expression of intolerance in the next six month period, controlling for an individual’s

initial level of tolerance. (Finkel 1995). Besides controlling for the influence of a user’s prior

level of intolerance, including the lagged dependent variable partially controls for omitted

variable bias by accounting for the effects of unmeasured factors (Menard 2002). Addi-

tionally, including the lagged dependent variable accounts for the likely negative correlation

between users’ initial level of intolerance and subsequent change or regression to the mean

(Finkel 1995). We can think of the coefficients on our independent variables as predicting

a change in intolerance after spending an additional year in a particular network (between

May 2015 and May 2016) compared to what would have been expected given knowledge of

their prior level of intolerance. As in the previous models, we include controls for network
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size, time on Twitter, political orientation, and—in the case of the count models—number

of relevant tweets.

The results of these analyses—whether we apply proportional or count measures of

intolerance—provide compelling evidence that spending a year in a more diverse network

is associated with a decrease in intolerance, relative to individuals who spent a year in a

more homogeneous network. Figure 7 below plots the coefficients from our quasi-Poisson

model, demonstrating that both elite and nonelite network diversity have statistically sig-

nificant negative effects on the change in a user’s level of intolerance after spending an

additional year in a given Twitter network. Converting the point estimates displayed in Fig-

ure 7 to exponentiated coefficients to facilitate interpretation, spending an additional year

in a maximally diverse elite network is associated with a 42% decrease in a user’s intolerant

tweets in the following six month period—compared to spending an additional year in a

fully homogeneous network—controlling for prior levels of intolerance. Similarly, spending

an additional year in a maximally diverse non-elite network is associated with a 55% de-

crease in a user’s intolerant tweets in the following six month period. Including controls for

changes in network diversity over time yields similar results.21 As in the aggregate analysis,

following a larger number of elites is also significantly associated with a decrease in intoler-

ance. This suggests that following more elites may actually make people more intolerant over

time. Lagged dependent variable models generally underestimate the coefficients of other

independent variables besides the lagged dependent variable. This approach thus yields an

very conservative test of the effect of spending an additional year in a diverse network on a

user’s level of intolerance in the subsequent period (Jorgenson and Burns 2007).22

21See Table A7 of Appendix B
22These patterns are also evident when examining the raw data. The top 50 users who exhibited the

greatest decrease in intolerance have average elite network diversity of 0.53 and average non-elite network
diversity of 0.35, whereas those with the greatest increase in intolerance have average elite network diversity
of 0.28 and average nonelite network diversity of 0.19.
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Figure 7: Effect of Network Diversity on Change in Intolerance:
Quasi Poisson Lagged Dependent Variable Model
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Coefficient plot of the quasi-Poisson lagged dependent variable model evaluating the effect
of network diversity on the change in a user’s intolerant tweet count after spending one
additional year in a network. Model also includes controls for users’ relevant tweet count,
days on twitter, and political orientation. N = 7,843. Users in our sample who do not have
relevant tweets both before May 2015 and after May 2016 were excluded from the analysis.
Wider bars show 2 Standard Deviation or 95% confidence intervals. Full regression table
including exponentiated coefficients and models that control for changes in network diversity
can be found in Table 7 of Section B of the Appendix.
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Although these results are compelling and our empirical strategy confronts the “self-

selection into networks” endogeneity problem often found in observational tolerance studies,

we were of course unable to randomly assign the Twitter users in our sample to particular

networks—the gold standard for identifying causality—and therefore we can not rule the

possibility that our findings contain omitted variable bias. To help address this issue, in our

final analysis, we explore the sensitivity of our results to the inclusion of an omitted variable

exogenous to, and correlated with, both network diversity and a change in intolerance. The

results of this sensitivity analysis, explained in detail in Appendix C, suggest that it is

unlikely that our results are being driven by omitted variable bias.23 We find that in order

to render the coefficient estimate on elite network diversity to be statistically insignificant

in the quasi-Poisson lagged dependent variable model, an unobserved omitted variable must

have a confounding effect substantially greater than that of the most consequential observed

covariate in our model. That such a sizable confounding effect is required to nullify the results

in the regression analysis increases our confidence in the substantive inferences drawn from

our results. Namely, it increases our confidence that spending an additional year in a diverse

network may actually cause a decrease in the use of intolerant rhetoric over time. While

nonelite network diversity also has a negative effect on intolerance in our analysis, sensitivity

analysis suggests that a confounding variable about equal in size to the most consequential

observed covariate in our model, political orientation, could cause our estimates to lose

statistical significance. That being said, such an omitted confounder would still need to have

an effect larger than any other variable in our model in order to produce a treatment estimate

of zero. The results of this sensitivity analysis thus increase our confidence that spending

more time in a diverse network may actually cause a decrease in the public expression of

intolerance.

6 Conclusions

The results presented in Section 5 suggest that both elite and non-elite network diversity

are not only positively associated with lower levels of intolerance, but that spending an

additional year in a diverse network decreases the use of intolerant rhetoric in the following

six-month period. These effects hold even when controlling for any network changes that

occur over the same time period and after conducting sensitivity analysis to rule out the

effects of hypothetical unobserved confounders. Additionally, our results suggest that simply

23As we describe in Appendix C, this is done using the treatSens package in R (Carnegie, Harada and
Hill 2016). This method of sensitivity analysis makes parametric assumptions about the omitted variable’s
effect on the response and predictor variables for tractability.
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following a higher volume of political elites—regardless of their heterogeneity—is associated

with greater levels of intolerance over time.

This indicates that more diverse political communication networks may lessen intolerant

attitudes towards outgroups—especially in Egypt’s current polarized political climate. By

exploiting Twitter’s architecture to develop a much more detailed measure of elite and non-

elite political communication networks than traditional survey methods allow, and assessing

a more direct effect of diversity on tolerance than past observational studies, this paper

provides a key contribution to the tolerance and elite cues literature. Additionally, our

analysis offers insight into the short and long term effects of online social networks on political

attitudes, a topic of great interest in the political communication literature.

In the vast majority of tolerance studies to date, social scientists have been seriously lim-

ited in their ability to comprehensively map and characterize networks in people’s lives.24 The

challenge of accurately measuring political communication networks has forced researchers to

either rely on self-reported descriptions of individuals’ networks or to painstakingly develop

very detailed pictures of such networks (through anthropological participant observation, for

example) that cannot feasibly be compiled for more than a small number of people (Gibson

2001). This paper, by contrast, demonstrates the tremendous potential of social media data

to more thoroughly characterize the elite and non-elite political communication networks of

large numbers of people in diverse contexts.

Similarly, this paper elucidates the enormous opportunity that machine learning text

analysis techniques afford for using social media data to analyze shifting attitudes over time.

By using a relatively small amount of human coded data to train a classifier, we were able to

analyze over 29 million tweets produced by 9,4000 politically engaged Egyptians over several

years. Obtaining these types of repeated longitudinal measures of attitudes and networks

over time would be impossible using more traditional data sources. This is especially true in

post-coup Egypt, a highly repressive and polarized political environment, where obtaining

reliable survey measures on politically sensitive topics is extremely difficult.

While evaluating the effects of network diversity on intolerance in the online sphere may

not appear to have immediate consequences on the ground, a growing body of literature sug-

gests that online activity reveals important information about offline attitudes and behavior.

Notably, in their study of ideological homophily and segregation on Twitter, Halberstam and

Knight (2016) find that the degree of ideological segregation in Twitter networks is similar to

that in networks of face-to-face interactions with friends and co-workers. This suggests that

the effects we observe in the online sphere could be occurring offline as well, and deserves

24See Gibson (2001) and Bloom and Bagno-Moldavsky (2015) for a discussion of these limitations.
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further study. Moreover, given the propensity for extremist groups to lure recruits on Twit-

ter and other online platforms, the dangers of becoming isolated in online echo chambers

have become particularly tangible.

As the so-called Twitter revolutions have failed to bring democratic change and viru-

lent Islamist-Secular polarization continues to threaten Egypt’s stability, understanding the

structure of political communication between and among elites and engaged citizens has

become particularly pertinent. The results of this paper indicate that the online social net-

works that Egyptian Twitter users cultivate may directly affect their level of intolerance—or

at very least their propensity to use intolerant rhetoric—over time. More substantively, they

suggest that online social network structures are impacting political attitudes and behavior,

and a better understanding their effects should inform efforts by local, regional and inter-

national policy makers to counter violent extremism and protect human rights in post-coup

Egypt.
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Appendix A: Measurement and Descriptive Statistics

Training a Classifier Using Human Coded Data

We initially developed a 6 category coding scheme for relevant tweets. Tweets were first

coded as relevant or irrelevant to civil liberties in Egypt and then classified as follows:

1= Tweets that promote civil liberties and rights for Islamists

2= Tweets that promote civil liberties and rights for Secularists (non-Islamists)

3= Tweets that promote civil liberties and rights in general (for all Egyptians or groups

of Egyptians that may include both Islamists and non-Islamists)

4= Tweets that support restricting the civil liberties and rights of Islamists

5= Tweets that support restricting the civil liberties and rights of Secularists (non-

Islamists)

6= Tweets that support restricting civil liberties and rights of groups that include both

Islamists and non-Islamists

Under this coding scheme, tweets that promote civil liberties include those that oppose:

unfair trials, unlawful detentions, arbitrary arrests, death sentences, torture, censorship,

limitations on free speech or assembly, excluding any group from participating in government,

electoral fraud, police or military violence against civilians, and banning political parties,

NGOs, or other civil society organizations. Tweets that promote civil liberties also include

those that call for freedom, democracy, human rights, and an end to discriminatory or

exclusionary policies. By contrast, as mentioned in Section 4 paper, tweets that support

restricting civil liberties include those that favor civilian arrests, death sentences, or torture;

those limiting the right to free speech, protest, or assembly; and tweets advocating banning

political parties or excluding certain groups from formal or informal political participation.

Examples of intolerant and tolerant tweets are displayed in Figure 1 below in order

to clarify our coding scheme. The first intolerant tweet (from the main body of the paper)

contains a graphic image portraying former President Mohammed Morsi and other prominent

Muslim Brotherhood measures on their way to the gallows. The Arabic text of the tweet

states, “God willing, the traitors, spies, and terrorists will be executed. The people want the

execution of the Brotherhood.” This tweet would be classified in category 4 of our coding

scheme as it opposes the civil liberties of Islamists. By contrast, the tolerant tweet states

“Against the execution of the Brotherhood, against the execution of the people.” This tweet
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supports extending civil liberties both to Islamists, but also to all Egyptians, and therefore

falls into category 3 of our coding scheme.

Figure A1: Examples of Tolerant and Intolerant Tweets from the Egyptian
Twittersphere

INTOLERANT TWEET:

“God willing, the traitors, spies, and terrorists will be executed. The people want the
execution of the Brotherhood.”

TOLERANT TWEET:

“Against the execution of the Brotherhood...against the execution of the people.”
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In order to assess the reliability of our coding scheme, we began by training four under-

graduate native-Arabic speaking volunteers to code a small sample of 300 tweets containing

keywords relevant to civil liberties in Egypt. A complete list of these keywords are in Figure

A2 below.25

Figure A2: Arabic civil liberties keywords used to filter training data

Reliability among the coders was fairly high, with average agreement at 88%.26 Having

established that these tweets could be consistently coded by native Arabic-speaking college

students, we then determined that these tweets could also be reliably classified using crowd-

sourced coding. Using CrowdFlower, a data enrichment platform that allows a researcher to

launch microtasks to a “crowd” of over five million contributors, we launched the same 300

tweets that we had given to the volunteers to be coded by the Arabic-speaking “crowd.”27

Each of the 300 tweets was coded by three CrowdFlower users, and the average sentiment

confidence was 84%.28 This gave us confidence that while perhaps not quite as reliable as

25Tweets were filtered as a random sample from a collection of tweets geolocated in Egypt collected
between January 2014 and April 2015.

26Sentiment confidence was measured as the number of coders choosing the dominant sentiment category
divided by the total number of coders.

27Using test questions for quality control, we ensured that the contributors were coding tweets accurately
and conscientiously. If a contributor answered a certain percentage of test questions incorrectly, that con-
tributor was removed from the job and their data was erased. This enabled us to ensure that the members
of the “crowd” coding my tweets were fluent in Arabic and understood the task at hand.

28Here sentiment confidence was measured as above, but also weighted contributor responses by how
“trusted” users were given their percentage of correct answers to test questions, according to Crowdflower’s
algorithm.
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elite native Arabic speaking college students, members of the “crowd” could still code tweets

quite consistently.

After coding about five thousand additional tweets on CrowdFlower to create a train-

ing dataset, we then trained a classifier to predict whether or not a tweet was relevant.29

Assessing the classifier’s performance using 5-fold cross validation, the classifier obtained

74% average precision and 76% average recall.30 Because intolerant and tolerant tweets are

relatively rare, we needed to collect more data to train our classifier to accurately identify

intolerant tweets. We therefore collected up to 50 tweets that the classifier identified as rel-

evant from 838 Egyptian Twitter users that had tweeted keywords relevant to civil liberties

in Egypt. This produced a training dataset of over 50,000 tweets classified along the six

category coding scheme outlined above. 81% of the tweets in this dataset were relevant,

suggesting that the relevance classifier was in fact performing better than expected. Using

this training data, we trained a second classifier to classify intolerance. Relevant tweets in

categories 4-6 (tweets that support restricting civil liberties and rights for Islamists, Secular

Egyptians, or Egyptians in general) were classified as intolerant. This classifier also per-

formed well, with 5-fold cross validation yielding average precision of 80% and average recall

of 87%.31

29We first cleaned the text of punctuation and other symbols, and then converted words in the tweets to
their roots using the ISRI Arabic Stemming Without a Root Dictionary stemmer (Taghva, Elkhoury and
Coombs 2005). Then, using word count vectors from the training dataset, we trained a Naive Bayes classifier
to predict whether or not a tweet was relevant.

30Precision is a measure of True Positives/(True Positives + False Positives) while Recall is a measure of
True Positives/(True Positives + False Negatives).

31After testing the performance of several classifiers, we chose to use an AdaBoosted Multinomial Naieve
Bayes classifier. We chose this classifier because it maximized precision. This means that the tweets that
are classified as intolerant are very likely to be intolerant, even if we lose a bit of recall, or fail to classify
some tweets that were in fact intolerant.
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Table A1: Top Egyptian Politicians and Political Movements by Twitter
Followers

Handle Name Followers Political Orientation Biography

@amrkhaled Amr Khaled 2667999 Islamist Former head of the Egypt Party, Preacher

@ElBaradei Mohamed El Baredei 2435248 Secular Former VP, Constitution Party Head

@MuhammadMorsi Muhammad Morsi 2026386 Islamist Former President of Egypt

@HamdeenSabahy Hamdeen Sabahy 1954326 Secular Head of Popular Current Party

@HamzawyAmr Amr Hamzawy 1838439 Secular Head of Masr Al-Huriya Party

@DrAbolfotoh Abdel Moneim Aboul Fotouh 1545437 Islamist Former Pres. Candidate, Strong Egypt Party

@NaguibSawiris Naguib Sawiris 1445649 Secular Head of Free Egyptians Party

@AymanNour Ayman Nour 1217582 Secular Head of Al-Gahad Party, Former Pres. Candidate

@GameelaIsmail Gameela Ismail 1126805 Secular Constitution Party Former Presidential Candidate

@amremoussa Amre Moussa 1112843 Secular Former Head of Conference Party

@naderbakkar Nader Bakkar 863505 Islamist Al Nour Party Spokesperson

@shabab6april April 6th Youth 806764 Secular April 6th Youth Movement Official Twitter

@Essam Elerian Essam Elarian 689893 Islamist Vice Chairman of the Freedom and Justice Party

@FJparty Freedom and Justice Party 633982 Islamist Freedom and Justice Party Official Twitter

@Saad Elkatatny Saad Elkatatny 623642 Islamist Freedom and Justice Party Chairman

@bothainakamel1 Bothaina Kamel 568562 Secular Independent Presidential Candidate

@HazemSalahTW Hazem Abu Ismail 553096 Islamist Former Salafi Presidential Candidate

@AhmedShafikEG Ahmed Shafik 474945 Secular Former PM and Head of the Egyptian Patriotic Mov.

@AsmaaMahfouz Asmaa Mahfouz 421758 Secular Founder of April 6th Movement

@lassecgen Nabil Elaraby 393189 Secular Former member of Mubarak Gov’t

@almorshid Mohammed Badie 390546 Islamist Supreme Guide of the Muslim Brotherhood

@GameelaElex2014 Gameela Ismail’s Election Campaign 380975 Secular Gameela Ismail’s Election Campaign Official Account

@DrEssamSharaf Essam Sharaf 357727 Secular Former Prime Minister, Former NDP

@khairatAlshater Khairat Al-Shater 341298 Islamist First Deputy Chairman of the Muslim Brotherhood

@DrHaniSarieldin Hani Sarieldin 334355 Secular Founder of Free Egyptians Party

@MohamedElgawady Mohamed El-Gawady 307958 Islamist Brotherhood Activist

@M6april April 6th News 305240 Secular April 6th Movement Official News Portal

@ElBaradeiOffice Mohamed El-Baradei’s Office 288314 Secular El-Baradei’s Office Official Account

@Alwasatpartyeg Al-Wasat Party 279991 Islamist Al- Wasat Party

@wael Wael Khalil 269138 Secular Former prominent member of the Revolutionary Socialists

@a sayyad Ayman Sayyad 262415 Islamist Former member of Morsi’s advisory board

@HatemAzzam Hatem Azzam 255592 Secular Former MP, Civilization Party

@DoctorMahsoob Mohamed Mahsoob 222381 Islamist Former Islamist MP

@3arabawy Hossam El-Hamalawy 208453 Secular Prominent Member of the Revolutionary Socialists

@GhostyMaher Ahmed Maher 195243 Secular Founder of the April 6th Movement

@AlsisiOfficial Abdel Fatah El-Sisi 194612 Secular El-Sisi’s Official Twitter

@AlDostourP Constitution Party 194217 Secular Constitution Party Official Twitter

@MisrAlQawia Strong Egypt Party 186447 Islamist Strong Egypt Party Official Twitter

@ma7mod badr Mahmoud Badr 177167 Secular Founder of Tamarod Movement

@RevSocMe Revolutionary Socialists Party 159835 Secular Revolutionary Socialists Party Official Twitter

@DrHigazy Mostafa Higazy 145727 Secular Sisi Advisor, NASAQ Foundation for Strategic and Humanistic Thinking

@TayarSha3by Popular Current 132848 Secular Popular Current Party Official Site

@Ikhwanweb Ikhwan Web 126472 Islamist Official Account of the Muslim Brotherhood

@ikhwantawasol Ikhwan Online 112472 Islamist Official Muslim Brotherhood News Portal

@DrMohamadYousri Mohamad YousriIbrahim 109186 Islamist Salafi Politician

@DrMorsiNews Morsi News 100879 Islamist Morsi News Official Twitter

@almogheer Ahmed Al-Mogheer 98146 Islamist Prominent Brotherhood Member

@Dr pakinam Pakinam El-Sharkawy 96348 Islamist Morsi Aid

@bkhafagy Bassem Khafagy 92880 Islamist Former Islamist Presidential Candidate

@tamarrod Tamarod Movement 91801 Secular Tamarod Official Twitter

@alwafdwebsite Al-Wafd Party 91234 Secular Al-Wafd Party

@mrmeit Mohammed Adel 85473 Secular Founder of April 6th Movement

@abkamal Abdullah Kamal 83529 Secular Former MP National Democratic Party

@hossam moanis Hossam Moanis 83263 Secular Popular Current Party Spokesperson

@gelhaddad Gehad el-Haddad 72067 Islamist Media Spokesperson for the Muslim Brotherhood

@Elsisi General President Sisi 65614 Secular President of Egypt

@basemkamel Basem Kamel 56292 Secular MP and member of the Social Democratic Party

@amr darrag Amr Darrag 51291 Islamist Former Secretary General of the Egyptian Constituent Assembly

@MasreyeenAhrrar Free Egyptians Party 48460 Secular Free Egyptians Party Official Twitter

@salafynews Salafi News 41217 Islamist Pro-Salafi News Twitter

@tamroud Tamarod Account 40130 Secular Tamarod Account

@RabaaHeros Rabaa Heros 36782 Islamist Rabaa al-Adawiya Twitter Account

@FJPartyAlex1 Alexandria FJP 35945 Islamist Alexandria Official FJP Twitter

@MasrAlhureyya Masr Al-Huriya Party 34243 Secular Egypt Freedom Party Official Twitter

@drtarekelzomor Tarek El-Zomor 33548 Islamist Head of Building and Devleopment Party

@A khaleel kh Ahmed Khalil Khairallah 32622 Islamist Former Salafi MP

@anasalafy1 I am Salafi 30663 Islamist Pro-Salafi Twitter

@AZELHARIRY Abu Azel Hariry 30625 Secular Former MP and member of the Popular Socialist Alliance Party

@EladlParty Justice Party 30519 Secular Justice Party Official Twitter

@dryasserborhamy Yasser Borhamy 27409 Islamist VP of the Salafi Call, founder of Al-Nour Party

@6AprilYouth April 6th Youth 20116 Secular April 6th Movement Official Twitter

@NabdRab3a Rabaa al-Adawiya 19842 Islamist Rabaa al-Adawiya Twitter Account

@DrSayedElbadawy Sayed El-Badawy 19251 Secular Head of al-Wafd Party

@FjpartyOrg FJP English Official 18100 Islamist The official English Twitter of the Freedom and Justice Party (FJP)

@HalaShuk Hala Shukralla 16446 Secular Head of Egyptian Constitution Party

@ch4hazim Hazem Abu Ismail Support Page 14816 Islamist Hazem Abu Ismail Suport Twitter

@elnourpartynews Al-Nour Party News 13675 Islamist Al-Nour Party Official News Portal

@alwafdportal al-Wafd Party News 13365 Secular Al-Wafd Party News Portal

@yonosmakhyoun Yunos Makhyoun 13093 Islamist Prominent Salafi

@DrAbdelhafeez Mohamed Abdelhafeez 12389 Islamist Prominent Freedom and Justice Party Member

@ashoukry Ahmed Shoukry 11595 Islamist Strong Egypt Party Prominent Member

@abd mon sh Abdel Moneim El-Shahat 11581 Islamist Leader of Salafi Call, Islamist Preacher
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Table A2: Descriptive Statistics by Political Orientation

Political Orientation N Mean St. Dev. Median Min Max
Elite Diversity Islamist 1341 0.31 0.29 0.29 0 0.79

Moderate 3748 0.97 0.06 1.00 0.80 1
Secular 4311 0.32 0.27 0.33 0.00 0.79

Non-Elite Diversity Islamist 1341 0.62 0.24 0.65 0.00 1
Moderate 3748 0.56 0.30 0.60 0 1
Secular 4311 0.27 0.24 0.18 0 1

Elite Total Friends Islamist 1341 10.14 9.47 7 1 47
Moderate 3748 5.83 10.94 0 0 62
Secular 4311 12.20 10.67 9 1 61

Non-Elite Total Friends Islamist 1341 791.16 1032.79 430 1 11526
Moderate 3748 687.99 1379.41 306 0 27156
Secular 4311 794.41 1229.93 494 0 48800

Intolerant Tweet Count Islamist 1341 0.85 1.63 0 0 14
Moderate 3748 0.56 1.71 0 0 33
Secular 4311 1.18 2.68 0 0 40

Days on Twitter Islamist 1341 1794.06 412.60 1788 1107 3589
Moderate 3748 1750.42 411.81 1709.50 1107 3440
Secular 4311 1950.03 442.97 1974 1107 3725

Relevant Tweet Count Islamist 1341 1801.51 891.96 2030 0 3157
Moderate 3748 2178.03 882.57 2608 0 3196
Secular 4311 2062.18 943.20 2528 0 3206

Table A3: Descriptive Statistics:
Change in Tolerance and Network Diversity pre-May 2015 and post-May 2016

N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Elite Diversity Change 7,843 0.010 0.251 −1 1
Non-Elite Diversity Change 7,843 0.008 0.133 −1 1
Elite Friend Change 7,843 −0.575 2.808 −38 20
Non-Elite Friend Change 7,843 125.662 1,151.905 −4,868 50,102
Intolerant Tweet Count Change 7,843 −0.019 0.828 −19 11
Relevant Tweet Count 7,843 250.525 384.357 0 2,991
(May 2015-May 2016)
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Table A4: Descriptive Statistics by Political Orientation
Change in Tolerance and Network Diversity pre-May 2015 and post-May 2016

Political Orientation N Mean St. Dev. Median Min Max
Elite Diversity Change Islamist 1073 0.10 0.31 0 -0.75 1

Moderate 3173 -0.05 0.21 0 -1 0.20
Secular 3597 0.04 0.25 0 -0.78 1

Non-Elite Diversity Change Islamist 1073 0.01 0.13 0 -0.78 0.84
Moderate 3173 0 0.17 0 -1 1

Secular 3597 0.01 0.10 0 -0.91 0.86
Elite Friend Change Islamist 1073 -0.57 2.87 0 -28 17

Moderate 3173 -0.20 2.08 0 -30 20
Secular 3597 -0.91 3.27 0 -38 18

Non-Elite Friend Change Islamist 1073 112.96 736.70 18 -4868 10351
Moderate 3173 135.30 1279.45 11 -4810 32848

Secular 3597 120.95 1134.76 25 -2895 50102
Intolerant Tweet Count Change Islamist 1073 -0.03 0.70 0 -8 6

Moderate 3173 -0.02 0.64 0 -19 4
Secular 3597 -0.02 0.99 0 -19 11

Relevant Tweet Count Islamist 1073 253.38 399.27 57 0 2440
(May 2015-May 2016) Moderate 3173 240.22 391.57 27 0 2991

Secular 3597 258.77 373.13 79 0 2646
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Appendix B: Regression Tables

Table A5: Relationship between Change in Network Diversity and Change in Intolerance
(OLS Model)

Change in Intolerance

Elite Diversity Total Change 0.00002

(0.00016)

Non-Elite Diversity Total Change −0.00022

(0.00030)

Constant −0.00012∗∗

(0.00004)

N 7843

R2 0.00007

adj. R2 −0.00018

Resid. sd 0.00356

Standard errors in parentheses

† significant at p < .10; ∗p < .05; ∗∗p < .01; ∗∗∗p < .001

This OLS regression models the relationship between the change in users’ network diversity between May
2015 and May 2016 and the change in their level of tolerance from the six months prior to May 2015 compared
to the six months following May 2016, after having spent an additional year on Twitter. Users in our sample
who do not have relevant tweets both before May 2015 and after May 2016 were excluded from the analysis,
explaining the drop in N from 9,400 to 7,843.
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Table A6: Network Diversity and Intolerance: Quasi-Poisson and OLS Models

Quasi-Poisson Exp. Coefficients OLS

Elite Network Diversity -0.4143 ∗∗∗ 0.6608 -0.0001 ∗∗

(0.0766) (0.0001)

Non-Elite Network Diversity -0.3995 ∗∗∗ 0.6706 -0.0002 ∗

(0.1057) (0.0001)

Log Non-Elite Friends -0.1881 ∗∗∗ 0.8284 -0.0001 ∗∗∗

(0.0245) (0.0000)

Log Elite Friends 0.5333 ∗∗∗ 1.7046 0.0002 ∗∗∗

(0.0265) (0.0000)

Log Relevant Tweets 0.7553 ∗∗∗ 2.1280
(0.0493)

Log Days on Twitter -0.3765 ∗∗∗ 0.6860 -0.0003 ∗∗∗

(0.1079) (0.0001)

Islamist -0.0253 0.9750 -0.0001 †

(0.0789) (0.0001)

Constant -2.5587 ∗∗ 0.0029 ∗∗∗

(0.8608) (0.0006)

N 9400 9400 9400

R2 0.0286
adj. R2 0.0280
Resid. sd 0.0018
Standard errors in parentheses
† significant at p < .10; ∗p < .05; ∗∗p < .01; ∗∗∗p < .001

Table includes results of quasi-Poisson model evaluating the relationship between network diversity and
user’s number of intolerant tweets, as well as the exponentiated coefficients from the quasi-Poisson model.
The table also includes the results of an OLS regression evaluating the effect of network diversity on the
proportion of a user’s tolerant tweets.
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Table A7: Effect of Spending an Additional Year in a Network on Future Intolerance:
Quasi-Poisson and OLS Lagged Dependent Variable Models

Intolerant Exp. Coefficients Intolerant Exp. Coefficients Intolerant Intolerant
Tweet Count Tweet Count Proportion Proportion

post-May 2016 post-May 2016 post-May 2016 post-May 2016

Elite Network Diversity -0.5485∗∗∗ 0.5778 -0.4850∗∗∗ 0.6157 -0.0002∗ -0.0001†

(0.1214) (0.1291) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Nonelite Network Diversity -0.5980∗∗∗ 0.5510 -0.5948∗∗ 0.5517 -0.0000 -0.0000

(0.1812) (0.1855) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Log Elite Friends 0.3590∗∗∗ 1.4320 0.3678∗∗∗ 1.4446 0.0001∗∗∗ 0.0001∗∗∗

(0.0434) (0.0437) (0.0000) (0.0000)
Log Non-Elite Friends 0.0677 1.0700 0.0665 1.069 -0.0000 -0.0000

(0.0448) (0.0448) (0.0000) (0.0000)
Log Days on Twitter -0.1046 0.9007 -0.0780 0.9250 -0.0002 -0.0002

(0.1888) (0.1893) (0.0001) (0.0001)
Islamist -0.0196 0.9806 -0.0404 0.9604 -0.0002† -0.0002†

(0.1345) (0.1348) (0.0001) (0.0001)
∆ Relevant Tweets 0.0009∗∗∗ 1.0009 0.0009∗∗∗ 1.0001

(0.0000) (0.0000)
∆ Elite Diversity 0.2472 1.2805 0.0000

(0.1516) (0.0001)
∆ Non-Elite Diversity 0.2080 1.2312 -0.0001

(0.3343) (0.0002)
Prop. Intolerant Tweets pre-May 2015 0.0171† 0.0171†

(0.0092) (0.0092)
Intolerant Tweet Count pre-May 2015 0.2168∗∗∗ 1.2421 0.2183∗∗∗ 1.2440

(0.0325) (0.0325)
Constant -2.9253∗ 0.0536 -3.1749∗ 0.0418 0.0016† 0.0016†

(1.4416) (1.4481) (0.0009) (0.0009)

N 7843 7483 7483 7843 7843
R2 0.0039 0.0039
adj. R2 0.0030 0.0028
Resid. sd 0.0023 0.0023
Standard errors in parentheses
† significant at p < .10; ∗p < .05; ∗∗p < .01; ∗∗∗p < .001

Table includes results of quasi-Poisson and OLS lagged dependent variable models evaluating the effect of network diversity on the change in users’
intolerant tweet counts and proportion of intolerant tweets after spending an additional year in their respective networks. It also contains the
exponentiated coefficients for the quasi-Poisson models to make it easier to interpret the effects substantively.
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Table A8: Network Diversity and Intolerance
Quasi-Poisson and OLS Models

Human Coded Data

Intolerant Intolerant Intolerant
Prop Relevant Prop. Tolerant Tweet Count

Elite Diversity −0.041∗ −0.090∗ −0.469∗

(0.017) (0.054) (0.192)

Non-Elite Diversity −0.076∗ −0.180∗ −0.614∗

(0.027) (0.086) (0.283)

Log Elite Friends −0.007 0.004 −0.100
(0.005) (0.017) (0.067)

Log Non-Elite Friends 0.005 0.001 0.078∗

(0.003) (0.010) (0.044)

Log Relevant Tweets 0.809∗

(0.107)

Islamist −0.059∗ −0.020 −0.828∗

(0.011) (0.034) (0.146)

Log Days on Twitter −0.064∗ −0.110∗ −0.597∗

(0.017) (0.055) (0.215)

Constant 0.640∗ 1.005∗ 2.881∗

(0.123) (0.396) (1.538)

N 837 837 837

R2 0.091 0.083
adj. R2 0.083 0.075
Resid. sd 0.136 0.438

Standard errors in parentheses
† significant at p < .10; ∗p < .05; ∗∗p < .01; ∗∗∗p < .001

This table includes the results of two OLS regression models evaluating the effect of network diversity on
the proportion of a user’s intolerant tweets. This is measured both as Intolerant Tweets/Relevant Tweets,
as in other models in the paper. Because human coded data enables us to ensure that the “rejection
precondition” is met to accurately measure tolerant tweets, we also include a measure of Intolerance as
Intolerant Tweets/ (Intolerant Tweets + Tolerant Tweets (directed at an outgroup). The third column
shows results of the qasi-Poisson model with non-exponentiated coefficients evaluating the relationship
between network diversity and user’s count of intolerant tweets.
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Appendix C: Sensitivity Analysis

In order to rule out the possibility of unobserved confounders driving our results, we

conduct sensitivity analysis. In particular, we consider a single hypothetical unobserved

confounder, U ∼ N(0, 1), that has an effect on both network diversity, ζz , as well as on

intolerance, ζy. Following Carnegie, Harada and Hill (2016) we assume that if included in

our model, U would satisfy the ignorability requirement, enabling us to assume that we have

accounted for all confounding variables. We fit our lagged dependent variable model, altered

only by adding U to the specification, for 100 different combinations of ζz and ζy.
32 Here

network diversity is a continuous random variable. Therefore, we assume the treatment Z is

distributed normally given the omitted variable and covariates:

Y | X,U,Z ∼ N(Xβy+, ζyU + τZ, σ2
y∗xuz)

Z | X,U ∼ N(Xβz+, ζzU, σ2
z∗xu)

U ∼ N(0, σ2
u)

Here βy and βz represent the vectors of regression coefficients for the covariate matrix X,

and τ is the population-level treatment effect. We think of U as being normally distributed

because it is a linear combination of all unmeasured confounders, which is approximately

normally distributed for a sufficient number of confounders or if the confounders are them-

selves normally distributed. With no loss of generality we can assume that σ2
u = 1 and ζy

and ζz act as sensitivity parameters in the form of regression coefficients that define the

relationship between the unmeasured confounder and the outcome (conditional on X and

Z) and the relationship between the unmeasured confounder and the treatment variable

(conditional on X), respectively (Carnegie, Harada and Hill 2016).

Figure A3 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis, considering elite network diver-

sity the treatment variable of interest. The x-axis represents the unobserved confounder’s

correlation with network diversity (the predictor of interest, Z) and the y-axis represents its

correlation with the outcome Y , the change in intolerance. The black contour lines show

the ζy , ζz combinations that produce coefficient estimates on the population level treatment

effect, τ , labeled next to the line. The red line labeled 0 represents the ζy , ζz combina-

tions for which the treatment estimate is 0, while the blue lines represent the bounds on the

unobserved confounder at which the statistically significant result on the treatment variable

disappears. Finally, the pale gray line represents the estimated effect size of the most in-

fluential covariate in our model, included to assess the plausibility of the effect size on the

32This is done using the treatSens package in R (Carnegie, Harada and Hill 2016). This method of
sensitivity analysis makes parametric assumptions about the omitted variable’s effect on the response and
predictor variables for tractability.
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unobserved confounder necessary to lose significance on the quantities of interest (Carnegie,

Harada and Hill 2016). If the blue and red contour lines lie in between the gray line and the

graph origin, this suggests that a confounder with an effect size less than that of an observed

covariate could render the correlation statistically insignificant under the right conditions.

If, however, the blue and red lines lie outside the gray line, then a confounder with effects

larger than the observed control are needed to erase the statistical significance in the main

regression.

Figure A3 demonstrates that the coefficient estimate on elite network diversity is robust

to hypothetical unobserved confounders. The blue lines representing the contour of con-

founding effects that would render the coefficient estimate on the treatment insignificant lie

outside the region between the origin and the gray line representing the estimated effect

of the largest observed covariate. This suggests that the coefficient estimate can be inter-

preted as consistent with our hypothesized effect under a broad range of conditions regarding

unobserved confounders.

While nonelite network diversity also has a negative effect on intolerance in our analysis,

sensitivity analysis suggests that a confounding variable about equal in size to the most

consequential observed covariate in our model, political orientation, could cause our estimates

to lose statistical significance. That being said, a confounder would still need to be larger

than any other confounders in our model in order to produce a treatment estimate of zero.

A plot of the sensitivity analysis using nonelite network diversity as the treatment variable

of interest can be found in Figure A4.
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Figure A3: Sensitivity Analysis: Confounding the Effect of Elite Network
Diversity on Change in Intolerance

This figure reports sensitivity for the network change model reported in Figure 7 in Section
5. The red line labeled 0 represents the ζy , ζz combinations for which the treatment estimate
is 0, while the blue lines represent the bounds on the unobserved confounder at which the
statistically significant result on the treatment variable disappears. Finally, the pale gray line
represents the confounding effect of the most influential confounder, included to calibrate the
assessment of the plausibility of the effect size on the unobserved confounder necessary to
erase significance on the quantities of interest.
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Figure A4: Sensitivity Analysis: Confounding the Effect of Nonelite Network
Diversity on Change in Intolerance

This figure reports sensitivity for the network change model reported in Figure 7. The red
line labeled 0 represents the ζy , ζz combinations for which the treatment estimate is 0, while
the blue lines represent the bounds on the unobserved confounder at which the statistically
significant result on the treatment variable disappears. Finally, the pale gray line represents
the confounding effect of the most influential confounder, included to calibrate the assess-
ment of the plausibility of the effect size on the unobserved confounder necessary to erase
significance on the quantities of interest.
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